
PR as a career:
winning over young candidates 
for a career in auditing
Situation & challenges
In order to keep growing, BDO needs to fill almost 300 positions, but even one of Germany’s largest auditing firms is struggling to find the right 
candidates. The number of auditors over the age of 55 is getting larger and larger; almost half are about to retire. Young talented individuals seem 
intimidated by this career: The exam? Far too difficult! The day-to-day work? So stressful! The tasks? Boring! Those are the preconceptions. However, 
this career is no longer what it once was — but many don’t know that. For example, the auditing companies aren’t just looking for economists, but 
graduates from all kinds of fields. More important than the course of study in any case are soft skills such as enthusiasm and an affinity for advising 
customers.

BDO’s recruitment team is therefore mostly focused on explaining these facts. The team currently consists of ten members, and their common mission 
is convincing young talented individuals how attractive a career in auditing can be. ›
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BDO AG 
Wirtschaftsprüfungs-
gesellschaft
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Consultation

Company size

> 2.000 employees in 27 
offices across Germany

Website
www.bdo.de

Products
onlyfy 360° by XING

http://www.hapeko.de/
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No. 1

The solution – onlyfy
With onlyfy 360° by XING, BDO is working with a comprehensive recruitment solution with maximum reach. There are plenty of potential 
candidates in the XING network — and they’re easy to find. The candidates are filtered by onlyfy TalentManager and can be addressed 
individually. onlyfy one Job Ads are also an effective tool for coming into contact with new talent. Interesting candidates from job vacancies 
can be tracked and contacted directly using 360° solutions. And once personal contact has been established, the greatest hurdle to 
convincing candidates of the benefits of a career as an auditor has already been overcome. And the effort is worth it — young people from 
the industrial sector in particular are always surprised at the exciting opportunities auditing offers. The recruitment team also puts a lot of 
energy into onlyfy Employer Branding Profile on kununu & XING: All ratings are checked and as many as possible receive a response. 
Feedback is analysed and actively used to spur improvements. Knowing what the atmosphere is like in a company is currently one of the 
most important tasks for recruiters. As is an open mind when it comes to feedback. Culture is key! Applicants want to get an impression of 
the company early on, and they naturally search online, for example, on kununu. And they bring up ratings directly with BDO’s recruiters at 
interviews.

Conclusion & outlook
Strengthening the brand and raising its profile on the market will remain an important topic for BDO in the future, too. Employer branding 
will remain a core focus when it comes to recruiting, with the aim of rebranding a career in auditing. “Work hard, play hard?” That’s over. 
Applicants expect flexible working hours and the option of working from home. BDO wants to put across an authentic image of auditing and 
is relying on real employees to help. As brand ambassadors, they will clear up old prejudices and show the many facets of the sector, for 
example in videos and podcasts. Social media activities will also be ramped up to extend reach. And as long as the sector’s image hasn’t 
permanently changed in the minds of the candidates, the most important recruiting principle will remain active sourcing. Making the most of 
the current tailwind for recruiting remains the focus for the future.

„There are many interesting candidates for 
auditing firms on XING – you just have to find 
them. onlyfy‘s 360° tools make this task a 
simple one for us.

Dr. Magdalena Faulmüller
Recruiting and Employer Branding
BDO AG Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft
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